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Abstract— Wireless sensor networks are presently growing area for Research and Development because Sensor Network 
form a platform for many applications associated to surroundings monitoring, fitness and wellbeing, supervision and military 
surveillance. One of the major design aspects of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is the sensor node deployment strategy. 
One foremost problem in wireless sensor network is the area coverage problem because it shows the network’s quality. 
Coverage is one of the vital performance metrics for sensor networks since it reflects how well a sensor field is monitored. In 
this paper, a genetic algorithm (GA) to deploy the sensor nodes in a WSN has been discussed. The genetic algorithm has 
been designed to deploy the sensors in a manner that gives maximum coverage of the monitored area. For evaluating the 
coverage, two different sensing models were used - binary detection model and probabilistic model. The performance of the 
GA in terms of the coverage achieved was evaluated under different deployment requirements and has been compared to that 
of the random deployment method. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A vital concern in the design of wireless sensor 
networks is the most favorable placement of sensors 
for target location. If the observation region, 
furthermore referred to as sensor field, is represented 
as a grid (two- or three-dimensional) of points 
(coordinates), target location refers to the crisis of 
pin-pointing a target at a grid point at any point in 
time. For improved coverage, large number of 
sensors is usually deployed in the sensor field, and if 
the coverage areas of numerous sensors overlap, they 
might all report the target in their particular zones. 
The exact location of the target has got to then be 
determined by investigating the location of these 
sensors. Target location can be easily considerable if 
the sensors are positioned in such a way that each 
grid point in the sensor field is covered by an 
inimitable subset of sensors 
Area coverage is a vital issue in WSN. It suggests 
that however well a vicinity of an area of interest is 
being monitored.. Usually, a node contains a limited 
sensing range. Any event is alleged to be 
demonstrable if at least one node lies within its 
observable range. In random deployment, for the 
reason that of the randomness of the sensors, 
generally an effective coverage cannot be obtained. 
That’s why more effective algorithm i.e. Genetic 
Algorithm is adopted. 
For a small number of sensors, manually placing 
them after considering their sensing range can be 
effective. But as most sensor networks applications 
deal with a large number of sensors. There have been 
studies to efficiently deploying the sensors. The 
efficiency of cluster-based distributed device 
networks depends to an outsized extent on the 
coverage provided by the sensor deployment was 
discussed in [1]. They planned a virtual force 

algorithmic rule (VFA) as a sensor deployment 
strategy to spice up the coverage once a preliminary 
random placement of sensors. For a mere style of 
sensors, the VFA algorithmic rule tries to maximize 
the device field coverage. Simulation results got to 
demonstrate the effectiveness of the planned 
approach. An approach of combining a genetic 
algorithm with schedule transition operations, termed 
STHGA was proposed in [2]. It adopts a forward 
encoding scheme for chromosomes in the population 
and use some effective genetic and sensor schedule 
transition operations. The uniqueness of the forward 
encoding scheme is that the maximum gene value of 
each chromosome is increased constantly with the 
solution eminence, which relates to the number of 
disjoint complete cover sets. Applications for sensing 
a number of target points, termed point-coverage, and 
for the entire area, termed area-coverage, have been 
used for evaluating the effectiveness of STHGA. The 
sensing coverage and network connectivity are two of 
the foremost essential issues to verify effective 
environmental sensing and durable data 
communication in an exceedingly WSN application. 
The essential studies on the sensing coverage and so 
the network property from mathematical modeling, 
theoretical analysis, and performance analysis views 
were described in [4]. [5] classified the coverage 
techniques into 3 groups: area coverage, point 
coverage and path coverage. [6] planned that 
coverage downside was vital and elementary issue in 
sensing element networks that reflects however well a 
device network was monitored or tracked by device. 
Throughout this paper, they surveyed this works on 
coverage draw back in device networks. Two kinds of 
device coverage were investigated: area coverage and 
target coverage. Combining with device development 
system (deterministic, statistical) and WSN properties 
(e.g. network property, energy economical and fault 
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tolerant for property and sensing etc), a diffusion of 
coverage problems area unit introduced and 
mentioned in details. They targeted on the foremost 
representative problems in each domain and gift a 
comprehensive review and study of varied existed 
algorithms, techniques. Novel grid coverage was 
presented in [8] that are for effective investigation 
and target location in distributed device networks. 
They represent the device field as a grid (two or 
three-dimensional) of functions (coordinates) and 
used the term target location to raise the matter of 
locating a target at a grid purpose at any instant in 
time. [9] proposed a new probabilistic coverage 
protocol (denoted by PCP) that considers 
probabilistic sensing models. PCP is fairly general 
and can be used with different sensing models. In 
particular, PCP requires the computation of a single 
parameter from the adopted sensing model, while 
everything else remains the same. They showed how 
this parameter can be derived in general, and they 
actually did the calculations for two example sensing 
models: (i) the probabilistic exponential sensing 
model, and (ii) the commonly-used deterministic disk 
sensing model. Various sensing models were 
discussed in [7] and [9]. [12] proposed that the usage 
and development of wireless device networks can 
increase, problems concerning these networks. 
Dynamic preparation is one in each of the foremost 
topics that directly have an impact on the 
performance of the wireless device networks. 
Throughout this paper, biogeography-based 
improvement is applied to the dynamic preparation of 
static and mobile device networks to appreciate 
higher performance by creating a trial to increase the 
coverage area of the network. A binary detection 
model was thought-about to induce hold of realistic 
results whereas computing the effectively lined area.  
 
II. SENSING MODELS 
 
Generally speaking, the sensing model of a definite 
type of sensors is a mathematical model that 
describes the probability of target/event revealing of 
the sensor. Assuming the target or event take place at 
a point pij in the Region of Interest, the sensor is 
denoted by ‘ni’ that is placed at the point (x,y). 
Usually the parameters used are the Euclidean 
distance between them dij, the orientation of the 
sensor, various ecological parameters and sensor 
node hardware parameters. There are numerous 
sensing models found in the journalism. However, the 
generally used model are binary detection and 
probabilistic model. 
 
Binary Detection model – If the incidence of the 
event is within the sensing range of a sensor node 
then the event will be understood to be detected, 
otherwise not. This model ignores the dependency of 
the condition of the environment (obstacles such as 
building, plants) and the potency of the emitted signal 

on the task of sensing. Generally, the area covered by 
a sensor node is a circle with radius equals to sensing 
radius of the node. 

 
Figure 1: Detection Criteria of Binary Detection Model 

 
This Equation shows the binary sensor model that 
expresses the coverage Cij(x, y) of a grid point at (i, j) 
by sensor s at (x, y).  

퐶 (푥,푦) = 	1	, 푖푓	푑 (x, y) 	< 	푟	
0, otherwise  (1) 

           
Probabilistic model – Probabilistic sensing models 
aspire at capturing a variety of factors affecting the 
exactitude of sensor readings. Apart from the nature 
of the sensed physical phenomenon and the flawed 
recognition capabilities of the sensor itself, these 
factors also include environmental circumstances 
such as noise and obstacles.  

 
Figure 2: Detection Criteria of Probabilistic Model 

 
The binary sensor model assumes that sensor 
readings have no associated indecision. In reality, 
sensor detections are imprecise; hence the coverage 
cij(x, y) needs to be articulated in probabilistic terms. 
A possible way of expressing this uncertainty is to 
suppose the detection probability on a target by a 
sensor varies exponentially with the distance between 
the target and the sensor. 
The probabilistic sensor detection model given in 
Equation, 

 
Here, re (r > re) is the measure of the uncertainty in 
the sensor detection and λ and β are sensor 
parameters with values between 1 and 0 parameters 
that measure detection  probability when a target is at 
distance greater than re but within a distance from the 
sensor, varying according to the physical 
characteristics of the sensor. The parameter a can be 
used to model the rate at which its detection 
probability diminishes with distance. 
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a = dij(x, y) − (r − re).                   (3) 
 
III. PROPOSED WORK 
 
A Graphical User Interface (GUI) based tool was 
created using Matlab for deployment of sensors in a 
WSN. Two models have been used to evaluate the 
coverage- Binary Detection Model and Probabilistic 
Model. Two different algorithms were used to deploy 
the sensors under similar constraints – random 
deployment and genetic algorithm. The performance 
of the two algorithms in terms of the coverage 
achieved has been compared. 
 
A. Genetic Algorithm 
Genetic algorithm (GA) is evolutionary algorithm; it's 
a stochastic search technique and provides a guide to 
random search primarily based of the powerful 
heuristic for resolution optimization issues. The GA 
repeatedly modifies a population of individual 
solutions. At every step, the genetic algorithm selects 
individuals randomly from the present population to 
be parent and use them to produce children for 
succeeding generation. GA’s are often applied to 
unravel type of optimization problems that don't seem 
to be compatible for the standard optimization 
algorithms. Improvement of the genetic algorithm 
relies upon the fitness function that is function of 
surroundings individuals of genes. each new 
generation is obtained by applying the crossover and 
mutation operator on the previous generation. Then 
new and better population with good genes can 
provide more improvement by using fitness function. 
Finally after some generation the optimum solution 
will be attained. 
 
Initial Population- In any genetic Algorithm, firstly 
we have to generate random population 
of M chromosomes i.e. suitable solutions for the 
problem. We have generated 10 random populations 
initially. The following diagram shows M number of 
populations and N sensors are deployed in each 
population.  
 

 
Figure 3: Diagram illustrating Population Criteria in GA 

 
Fitness Function of Genetic Operator- The given 
region of interest is divided into a two-dimensional 
grid. So the fitness function in the proposed system is 
to evaluate the percentage area covered by measuring 
that how many grid points out of the total are covered 
by different sensors.  

The equation of fitness function is given as: 
Fitness Function = (Number of Grid Points covered 
by the sensing range of different sensors/ Total 
number of Grid points)*100.                                                                            
(4)  
 
Crossover- In genetic algorithm, as we have 
generated 10 different populations. So out of these 10 
two different populations called as Parent 1 and 
Parent 2 is chosen and two offspring’s are generated 
in the crossover stage. Out of these four: two parents 
and two offspring’s, the population with maximum 
fitness is chosen and replaced with the least fitted 
population. This crossover process was thus 
performed 10 times. 
 

 
Figure 3: Process of Crossover 

 
Mutation- In Mutation process, we selected any five 
random nodes of 1 out of the 10 different populations 
and allot these 5 random sensor nodes a different 
random x and y coordinates and thus the old 
coordinates of these sensor nodes get replaced by the 
new ones and sensors are re-deployed.  
 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
 
The experimental work is done in MATLAB as it is a 
great tool for testing and developing various systems. 
In this research work, our main aim was to deploy the 
sensors efficiently by using two algorithms- random 
deployment and genetic algorithm and calculate the 
area coverage by using two models- binary detection 
and probabilistic model. In this system, the given area 
is divided into two-dimensional grid and sensors are 
deployed in such a way to cover the maximum 
number of grid points and thus calculating the total 
percentage area covered proficiently. 
Zou [1] dealt with 3 types of sensors by taking 
reference from other three authors. These three 
sensors are acoustic sensor, seismic sensor, and 
forward looking infrared radar (FLIR), which are 
used for surveillance in U.S. Army. The detection 
radius of seismic sensor is about 0.8 times that of 
acoustic sensor. Likewise, the detection radius of 
FLIR is about 0.8 times that of seismic sensor. Thus, 
we have also divided sensors into these three 
categories. These three sensors are acoustic sensor, 
seismic sensor, and forward looking infrared radar 
(FLIR are denoted by blue, green and red color 
respectively. The total area covered is the sum of the 
area covered by the individual sensors. 
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A GUI based tool is created by the use of which user 
can able to input the various parameters of one’s own 
choice. User can enter dimension of area, number of 
sensor nodes and radius of sensors. The values of all 
parameters need to enter in GUI then only the sensor 
deployment would be possible. By clicking on 
‘sensor deployment’ button the sensor can be plotted 
on axes 1 while percentage area covered is shown on 
axes 2. In the work we have implemented, 60 sensor 
nodes were plotted having 15 as radius of detection 
range. These sensors are divided into three categories: 
30 as acoustic sensors, 20 as seismic sensors and 10 
as FLIR.  
The snapshots of work done are given as: 
 

 
Figure 3: Snapshot showing the Area Coverage by Binary 

Detection Model using Random Method 
 

 
Figure 4: Snapshot showing the Area Coverage by Binary 

Detection Model using Genetic Algorithm 
 

 
Figure 5: Snapshot showing the Area Coverage by 

Probabilistic Model using Random Method 

 
Figure 6: Snapshot showing the Area Coverage by 

Probabilistic Model using Genetic Algorithm 
 
Figure 4 and 5 shows the deployment of sensors by 
binary model using Random Deployment and Genetic 
Algorithm. The black region shows the uncovered 
area while white region shows the area covered by 
the sensors. The area covered by random deployment 
using binary model was 94.75 while the percentage 
area covered by GA using the same model was 96.5. 
Also, figure 5 and 6 shows the deployment of sensors 
by probabilistic model using Random Deployment 
and Genetic Algorithm. The area covered by random 
deployment using probabilistic model was 96.5 while 
the percentage area covered by GA using the same 
model was 98.75. 
 
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In this paper, research is presented where sensor 
nodes using two methods: Random Deployment and 
Genetic Algorithm are deployed and area coverage is 
calculated by using two models Binary Detection and 
Probabilistic Model. 
Random Deployment – In this method, the sensors are 
randomly deployed over a specified region. The given 
area is divided into 2-dimensional grid. In order to 
achieve maximum coverage, sensors have to cover 
most number of grid points. Binary and Probabilistic 
models are used to evaluate coverage. 
Genetic Algorithm – In any genetic Algorithm, firstly 
we have to generate random population of M 
chromosomes. We have generated 10 random 
populations initially. The given region of interest is 
divided into a two-dimensional grid. So the fitness 
function in the proposed system is to evaluate the 
percentage area covered by measuring that how many 
grid points out of the total are covered by different 
sensors. So out of these 10, two different populations 
called as Parent 1 and Parent 2 was chosen and two 
offspring’s are generated in the crossover stage. In 
this crossover, the x and y co-ordinates are separated. 
Then one-point crossover is performed individually 
on X-population and Y-population separately and 
joining again the two co-ordinate groups, thus two 
offspring’s are generated. Out of these four: two 
parents and two offspring’s, the population with 
maximum fitness was chosen and the least fitted 
population got replaced by this new best fitted 
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population. In Mutation process, we selected any five 
random nodes out of the 1 of the given 10 different 
populations and allot these 5 random sensor nodes a 
different random x and y coordinates and thus the old 
coordinates of these sensor nodes get replaced by the 
new ones and sensors are re-deployed.  
The various result tables are presented and discussed 
below that evaluates the performance of genetic 
algorithm and random deployment of sensor nodes in 
a WSN. 
 
A. Comparison of Performance of GA with Random 

Deployment using Binary Detection Model 
In Genetic Algorithm, the Iterations run for 20 times 
while the Population Size was 10, as the crossover 
was performed 10 times in GA, so to compare with 
Random Deployment, the sensors were deployed 200 
times. The given seven cases for each model were 
performed 10 times and mean & SD was calculated. 
 
Table 1: Showing the Mean and Standard Deviation 

of the Area Covered in both Random Method and 
Genetic Algorithm using Binary Detection Model 

 
 
The mean and standard deviation was calculated for 
both Random Method and Genetic Algorithm in the 
case of Binary Detection Model. 
 
B. Variation of Population Size and Number of 

Iterations on Performance of GA using Binary 
Detection Model 

The two tables, Table 2 and Table 3 show the effect 
of variation in Population Size and Number of 
Iterations on the performance of Genetic Algorithm 
in case of Binary Detection Model. 
 

Table 2:  Showing the effect of variation in 
Population Size on the performance of Genetic 

Algorithm in Binary Model 

 

Table 3: Showing the effect of variation in Number of 
Iterations on the performance of Genetic Algorithm 

in Binary Model 

 
 
The Number of Iterations were kept fixed at 20 and 
Population Size was varied from 5 to 50 which is 
shown in table 3 and the case of Population Size in 
which the area coverage was best i.e. 30 was taken 
for the second table, table 3 in which the population 
size was fixed at which the outcomes were best and 
Number of Iterations were varied by keeping 
Population Size kept fixed this time.  
 
C. Comparison of Performance of GA with Random 

Deployment using Probabilistic Model 
The area coverage in binary detection model is easy 
as the outcome is either 0 or 1 but in probabilistic 
model, the outcome can be 0, 1 or in the range 
between 0 and 1. So to compare the area coverage of 
probabilistic model with binary detection model, we 
have fixed a threshold value of 0.7 in detection 
criteria of probabilistic model. If the outcome is less 
than 0.7, it would be considered as 0 and if the 
outcome is greater than or equal to 0.7, it would be 
considered as 1. 
 
Table 4: Showing the Mean and Standard Deviation 

of the Area Covered in both Random Method and 
Genetic Algorithm using Probabilistic Model 

 
 
The mean and standard deviation was calculated for 
both Random Method and Genetic Algorithm in the 
case of probabilistic Model. 
 
D. Variation of Population Size and Number of 

Iterations on Performance of GA using 
Probabilistic Model 

The two given tables, Table 5 and Table 6 show the 
effect of variation in Population Size and Number of 
Iterations on the performance of Genetic Algorithm 
in case of Probabilistic Model. 
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Table 5: Showing the effect of variation in Population 
Size on the performance of Genetic Algorithm in 

Probabilistic Model 

 
 

Table 6: Table showing the effect of variation in 
Number of Iterations on the performance of Genetic 

Algorithm in Probabilistic Model 

 
 
The Number of Iterations were kept fixed at 20 and 
Population Size was varied from 5 to 50 which is 
shown in table 5 and the case of Population Size in 
which the area coverage was best i.e. 50 was taken 
for the second table, table 6 in which the population 
size was kept fixed at value on which the outcomes 
were best and Number of Iterations were varied by 
keeping Population Size kept fixed this time.  
 
CONCLUSION  
 
The outcome shows that the Genetic Algorithm 
performs better in the case of Probabilistic Model 
having threshold of 0.7 than the Binary Detection 
Model. With comparison of Random Method in 
which the sensor nodes are randomly deployed, the 
Genetic Algorithm shows better performance. The 
performance of Random Deployment and Genetic 
Algorithm was compared for both Binary Detection 
and Probabilistic Model. The Mean Percentage Area 
Coverage and Standard Deviation was calculated and 

it proves that better results were obtained in the case 
of Genetic Algorithm for both the models. 
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